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MERCHANTS
Why do you not give 13 eggs for a dozen ? Simply because you can 

conveniently count out 12 eggs which are the standard dozen. Why- 
do you give 17 ounces or more for 1 lb ? Simply because on the scales 
you are using you have to guess and are never sure whether you have 
just 16 ounces or not. The Toledo Scale Counts the ounces and 
shows them to both buyer and seller, just as plainly as you count the 
eggs, so you may give 1 lb. 1 oz. for a pound if you wish, but there is 
no necessity for your so doing if you use a Toledo Scale, as there is 
absolutely no such thing as down or overweight on a Toledo Scale.

MADE IN CANADA.
Drop a postal asking for Catalogue to

DEAN & McLEOD,
The Toledo Computing Scale Co.,

HAMILTON. ONT.
Toronto Agency : 156 Bay St.
Montreal Agency : 1782 Notre Dame St.

THE CANADIAN GROCER

Win Favor.

These catsups are 
even better than the 
“ kind that mother 
makes.” They are 
made from select 
stock and spiced just 
right.
All grocers should 
carry a stock of these 
catsups, because they 
are “ trade-makers.”

T. A. LYTLE COMPANY, lW
flatters of High-Grade Catsups,

124-128 Richmond St. West, TORONTO.

ARE YOU USING OUR.

Cold Blast 
or Jubilee 

Globes
Aetna or 
Quaker Flint 
Chimneys?

Give them a Trial.
iHE SYDENHAM GLASS CO.,

at WALL6CEBUR0 Limited

[Why Put 
iaGuard 

tveryourl 
Cash Drawer?
AND NOT OVER YOUR BULK GOODS ?

Why do some merchants employ a 
1 cashier, buy a Cash Register and a 
I Safe to protect their cash, and then 
I refuse to guard the bins and barrels 
I that hold this money in another form ? 

Just realize this. Your hulk goods 
1 were cash yesterday, and will be to- 

1 morrow. Your success depends on the 
difference between these two amounts, 
and you need protection right at this 
point. A Dayton Moneyweight Scale 
lit 3 in right here ; it gets all the profit 
so that your Cashier, Register, and Safe 
limy have something to hold. It will

A post card brings 
our 1903 catalogue. 
Ask Dept. M. lor 
catalogue.

THE COMPUTING SCALE CO. OF CANADA. Limitai 
1M King St. West, Toronto, Canada.

Much, very much, depends upon the cloth with which the S. W. Mop is 
fitted, as to whether it attains its highest value, or, for that matter is, of any 
value. One of our regular standard Cloths would redeem, in a large measure, 
a very poor imitation of our Mop; hut "twould he better business acumen to 
insist upon getting the regular, true

“ Tarbox ” Self-wringing Mop
with its full value and completeness and thereby give your customers value 
eceived in the start.
t means better results in the line and greater confidence between buyer 
nd seller. A very large percentage of the better class of jobbers of kindred 
rticles handle our goods.

TARBOX BROS., Toronto, Canada.
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